
 

 

The Bellevue Discovery Teachers Present 
At-Home Activities for Thursday, April 16, 2020 

 

Outer Space Week 

A Favorite Space Song 

for Grasshoppers 
 

“Planet Song”  
~ Recommended by Miss Sveta ~ 

 

Song 
https://youtu.be/NLhqWE3kxgQ 

A Favorite Space song 

for Dragonflies 
 

“Space Song Rocket Ride”  
~ Recommended by Miss Pael ~ 

 

Song 
https://youtu.be/SAHy_2IFFGA 

  

   
 

Thursday Space Fun! 
 
 

 
 

 Planet Matching Game 
 

“A great puzzle.” 

 

~Recommended by Miss Erica~ 

 

   See next page 

Photo 

Hands-on Drama Activity 

Act like an astronaut and ride a rocket ship to the moon 

 

      “A super fun pretend play to ride in space.”  

~ Recommended by Miss Rimi~ 
 

See next page 

Photo of  

Book Cover  

(use snipping 

tool) 

 Storytime 
 

 If I were an Astronaut  
(read from outer space!) 

 

 https://youtu.be/9wV8yw7iV8w  
 

~Recommended by Miss Annette~                                       



 

 

Drama Activity-Act like an Astronaut 
and ride a rocket ship to land in moon.  

How to Act like an Astronaut 

 

 Pretend to wear a space suit. 

 Pretend to ride a rocket ship. 

 Then ride the rocket and count backwards: 5,4,3,2,1…. BLASTOFF! 

 Pretend that you are in outer space.  What do you see. Do you see stars, 

planets, the moon and the sun? 

 Now let’s pretend to land the rocket ship on the moon. 

 Now let’s put on the pretend oxygen mask [Why an oxygen mask?

Because there is no air on the moon and we have to breathe through 

an oxygen mask.] 

 Let’s pretend to come out of the rocket ship on the moon. 

 Then we have to pretend jump on the moon (hop like a bunny). [Do you 

know why we are hopping on the moon?  Gravity helps us stay on the 

ground.  The moon has less gravity than earth so we leave the ground 

when we take a step on the moon.] 

 Did you find any aliens on the moon ? If yes, pretend to take their picture 

with a camera. 

 Now let’s go back home to earth in your rocket ship.  

 Talk about the pretend alien with your family. 

 

 



Planet Matching 

Cut along the solid lines. 

Two ways to play: 

 Puzzle: Match the planet halves together. 

 Memory: Flip all the pieces over and mix them up. Flip two pieces over at a time 

until you make a match. 


